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Abstract

IT enforced access control policies in medical information systems
have to be fine-grained and dynamic. We justify this observation on
the basis of legislation and on the basis of the evolution within the
healthcare domain. Consequently, a reconfigurable or at least adapt-
able implementation of access control facilities has become extremely
important. For this purpose, current technology provides insufficient
support. We highlight a basic solution to address shortcomings by us-
ing interception techniques. In addition, we identify further research
that is required to address the challenges of dynamic and fine-grained
access control in the long run.

1 Introduction

The healthcare industry spends increasingly more resources on in-
formation technology. This evolution is driven by both the need to
manage healthcare costs and by the changing structure of healthcare
organizations. A side effect is a growing concern regarding the privacy
and security of health care information([1, 2]).

In this paper, we characterize the requirements of access control in
medical information systems. Because of these sophisticated demands,
this is an interesting case study for complicated access control ([9, 17]).
First, we explain why access control policies are not (and will never
be) static. Secondly, we discuss the importance of fine-grained IT
enforced policies.

Access control policies are dynamic and two driving factors play
a crucial role in such an evolution: legislation on the one hand and
system changes on the other hand.
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There are certain rules (ethical rules, enforced by legislation) that
describe the way medical data should be handled. First of all, these
laws can change, so access control policies are by nature not static.
Second, the changing interpretation of the legislation must be consid-
ered. As will be shown in section 2, the applicable law in the USA
states that to meet some some of the requirements a “reasonable ef-
fort” should be done. The concrete interpretation of this term depends
on the context, like e.g. the size of the organization and on case law.
A court decision for one specific case can lead to the fact that many
healthcare organizations need to tighten their access control.

Another cause of evolving access control policies are system changes.
One kind of system change is the extension of functionality, for in-
stance when not only hospital personnel but also patients and relatives
can login onto the system to access their own clinical information. An-
other system change is the effective IT enforcement of access control.
This topic will drive the examples that we discuss in this paper. IT
enforced access control policies must be be fine grained. We will give
examples of access control rules in healthcare, and we show that they
may rely on context or application state, as well as on subject, object
and operation to be performed.

In effect, applications that implement medical information systems
have to include reconfigurable and/or adaptable access control tech-
nology. This is an essential part of the security components of such
an application.

We now define these terms more precisely. Security policies are said
to be reconfigurable if the deployer of the application is able to set the
security measures without having to dig into the source-code written
by the programmer. Access control is set through the interpretation
of a configuration file, written in a ”non-programming language”, such
as XML for example. Ideally, the format and language of this configu-
ration file are not too complicated, so that non-programmers are able
to draw it up. In the literature, this is often referred to as declarative
security. Declarative security is often opposed to programmatic secu-
rity, in which access control policies are hard-coded in the application.

Adaptability is a weaker requirement than reconfigurability. A
system that is highly adaptable requires little effort to be transformed
into a system that satisfies new requirements. Adaptability implies
that all the concerns are expressed somehow separately in a modular
structure. This not necessarily means that the access control policy
can be changed at deployment time or at run time.

Supporting reconfigurability or adaptability often limits the access
control policies that can be implemented, as expressive power is lim-
ited, either because the configuration language is limited, or because
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the module that implements access control does not have access to all
information that is required to enable detailed decision making. Ex-
pressiveness must be treated with caution, since the more expressive
the language the more complex the enforcement mechanism will be.

If access control policies are expected to be dynamically evolving
and fine-grained by nature, application servers preferably should sup-
port reconfigurable access control in a high level policy language that
is sufficiently expressive.

The rest of this paper consists of two parts. In a first part, we
analyze the requirements of medical information systems with regards
to access control. This analysis is based on the legal and regulatory
framework for privacy and security of medical data in both the Euro-
pean Union and the United States, and also on the evolution of the
organization of healthcare. This will be discussed in section 2. We
illustrate the access control requirements with a more specific exam-
ple in section 3. In a second part of the paper, we discuss the impact
of our observations when building application using state-of-the-art
platforms such as J2EE and .NET. Obviously, the current support for
declarative access control is insufficient, and we outline improvements
in section 4. Section 5 identifies future research directions and we
conclude in section 6.

2 Access control policies in healthcare

All existing threats against privacy and security of health information,
violate certain generally accepted rules, that express a concern for pa-
tient rights and the well-functioning of health care. The ethical basis
of those rules is the Hippocrates oath, describing the right of confi-
dentiality. Nowadays, the rules for the use of medical information are
extended with the right to dispose of data with guaranteed integrity
and availability. Laws are constituted, describing the rights and du-
ties imposed when processing medical data and defining the potential
sanctions applied to misuse. On this basis, healthcare institutions for-
mulate policies, containing both organizational and technical security
measures.

The legislation actually provides for two kinds of rights and duties.
First, the law prescribes the circumstances for medical data to be

collected, stored and used, and the authorization rules to access the
data. This is input for the access control policy that a healthcare
organization should manage. The HIPAA Privacy Rule is the prime
example of such a legislation ([20]).

Second, the law also sets some standards on how well the policy
should be enforced. In other words, if a healthcare organization stores
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and processes medical data, and outsiders (or malicious insiders) man-
age to get unauthorized access to the data, the organization could still
be prosecuted and convicted if it could be shown that the data was
not appropriately protected against unauthorized access. The HIPAA
Security Rule is the prime example of this kind of legislation ([22]).

A detailed discussion of the first kind of legislation would lead us
too far but some examples of access control rules will be given in
section 3.3. But the second kind of legislation is important from the
point of view of IT enforcement. Hence we give a short survey of the
relevant legislation.

2.1 Legislation in the European Union

Considering the protection of health information in the EU, the Data
Protection Law (Directive 95/46/EC) should be mentioned first ([11]).
It does not only apply to personal identifiable data in general, but
also to personal identifiable medical data, and to both automatic and
manual processing. Article 17 requires:

Member States shall provide that the controller must
implement appropriate technical and organizational mea-
sures to protect personal data against accidental or unlaw-
ful destruction or accidental loss, alteration, unauthorized
disclosure or access, in particular where the processing in-
volves the transmission of data over a network, and against
all other unlawful forms of processing. Having regard to
the state of the art and the cost of their implementation,
such measures shall ensure a level of security appropriate
to the risks represented by the processing and the nature
of the data to be protected.

Recommendation R(97)5 (”on the Protection of Medical Data”)
([12]) provides some further guidance for healthcare providers. Recom-
mendations have no legally binding character for the member states,
but are incentives for certain behavior. The text of the recommenda-
tion contains the following part:

9.1 Appropriate technical and organizational measures
shall be taken to protect personal data - processed in ac-
cordance with this recommendation - against accidental or
illegal destruction, accidental loss, as well as against unau-
thorise access, alteration, communication or any other form
of processing. Such measures shall ensure an appropriate
level of security taking account, on the one hand, of the
technical state of the art and, on the other hand, of the
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sensitive nature of medical data and the evaluation of po-
tential risks. These measures shall be reviewed periodically.

We argue that the emphasis on appropriate measures and peri-
odical review necessitates flexibility and reconfigurability of the IT
enforced access control policy.

2.2 Legislation in the US

Contrary to the European Union, in the US there is no explicit consti-
tutional recognition of privacy. Therefore, there is no comprehensive
legislation, but rather a patchwork of laws, directed to a certain do-
main. Drawback of this approach is the large amount of laws enacted,
advantage is that specific issues of a certain domain are dealt with in
its very own way.

The specific law concerning the protection of individually iden-
tifiable health information is the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996, also known as HIPAA.

HIPAA is considered the most significant healthcare legislation
passed in years. The law contains several sections, including rules on
electronic transactions, national identifiers, patient privacy and data
security. It obliges healthcare organizations to use information and
communication technology to increase efficiency, but it also addresses
the problems of deploying these technologies. Therefore all healthcare
organizations that maintain or transmit electronic health information
must comply, and there are severe civil and criminal penalties for those
that do not.

In the context of this paper, two rules of the comprehensive HIPAA
regulation are important, namely the Privacy Rule ([20]) and Security
Rule ([22]). The Security Rule applies to protected health information
in electronic form only, whereas the Privacy Rule applies to protected
health information in any form. The latter sets forth what uses and
disclosures are authorized or required and what rights patients have
with respect to their health information.

The relationship between the Privacy Rule and the Security Rule
can be summarized by saying that the former sets the policy to which
personal health information should be subjected, while the latter spec-
ifies what implementation is obligatory for enforcement of this policy
or what reasonable efforts should be done. It describes the necessity
for standards at all stages of transmission and storage of electronic
health care information to ensure integrity and confidentiality of the
records at all phases of the process, before, during and after elec-
tronic transmission. It defines administrative, physical and technical
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safeguards to protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of
electronic protected health information.

Regarding access control, a rewording in the Final Security Rule
([22]) in comparison with the Proposed Rule ([21]) can be noticed:

There was no intent to limit the implementation fea-
tures to the named technologies and this final rule has been
reworded to make it clear that use of any appropriate ac-
cess control mechanism is allowed. Proposed implemen-
tation features titled “Context-based access,” “Role-based
access”, and “User-based access” have been deleted and
the access control standard at Sec. 164.312(a)(1) states
the general requirement.

Features such as context-based, role-based and user-based access
control are no longer explicitly mentioned in the rule. Instead, the re-
quirement is that appropriate access control should be provided. Like
in the European legislation, the emphasis is on the fact that technical
enforcement should be appropriate with respect to risk. In the fol-
lowing section, we illustrate how this requirement leads to dynamic
access control policies that must be enforced by IT.

3 IT enforced policies

3.1 Towards more IT enforcement

A security policy can be enforced in many ways: through organiza-
tional measures (e.g. assigning responsibility for security of data in a
clear way), through technical measures (e.g. using firewalls and ac-
cess control in applications). In some cases, no explicit enforcement is
needed and employees are trusted to conform to the security policy.

In healthcare, there is an old tradition of trusting the care provider.
Because of the increased specialization of care providers, and the in-
creased complexity of care procedures, the size of the team of care
providers that deals with one patient grows. Teams of ten to fifty are
common. Obviously the purely trust-based model does not work.

Besides, the increased use of IT makes technical measures to en-
force the security policy unavoidable. Many hospitals have already
reached the maturity-point where hospital wards are distributed in
different, separated buildings. Because each ward has its own admin-
istration, data is no longer centralized and communication networks
outside the physical boundaries are used to share information. More
evolved healthcare organizations offer remote access, which allows doc-
tors or patients to access clinical information from off-site locations.
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Many people have increasing (potential) access to personal clinical
information of a large number of patients. Therefore IT enforcement
becomes essential, organizations rely less on trust ([3]). In this context
the term regular policy refers to the policy a healthcare organization
wishes to impose, independent of the enforcement mechanism. IT
enforced policy refers to a policy that is actually enforced by IT-based
technical measures.

3.2 IT enforced policies are dynamic

In this paper, the focus is on the IT enforced access control policy. It
is unreasonable to suppose that these IT enforced access control poli-
cies will remain the same over long periods of time, for the following
reasons.

1. Changes in the regular policy can be caused by changes in leg-
islation, changes in the interpretation of legislation, or because
the hospital management decides that a stricter policy will lead
to a competitive advantage as patient awareness about privacy
increases.

2. Appropriate security is necessarily dynamic. As discussed in sec-
tion 2, the law states that enforcement of the access control pol-
icy should be reviewed regularly.

3. There is a shift of the trust based model towards more IT en-
forcement.

4. IT enforced policy evolves with system changes. As system func-
tionality increases, the security rules need to be enforced in more
and more situations.

3.3 An example of fine grained and context

sensitive access control

The concept of an IT enforced security policy is introduced above.
In practice, this requires the availability of a structured, computer-
interpretable medical record. Record definitions must be standardized
according to a reference model and match the semantics of the target
domain. HIPAA regulates the improvement of standards and their
implementation. One of the designated standardization organizations
within this context is Health Level Seven (HL7) [15]. Their Reference
Information Model (RIM) is a static model of health and health care
information. We will use this model to illustrate our findings.

It should be noticed that the RIM model is a relatively detailed
domain model and the result of an in depth analysis. The illustrations
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that we show in this section are based on RIM, and hence inherit
some peculiarities that cannot be discussed within the scope of this
paper. Figure 1 gives an overview of the model. One can identify
the six core classes: Entity, Role, RoleLink, Act, ActRelationship
and Participation. Each class has certain (mandatory) attributes to
specify more details about the meaning and purpose of it. Since these
classes are quite high-level, subclasses are defined when additional
characteristics are necessary.
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Figure 1: HL7 Reference Information Model

LanguageCommunication
+languageCode: CE
+modeCode: CE
+proficiencyLevelCode: CE
+preferenceInd: BL

Organization
+addr: BAG<AD>
+standardIndustryClassCode: CE

Person
+addr: BAS<AD>
+maritalStatusCode: CE
+educationLevelCode: CE
+raceCode: SET<CE>
+disabilityCode: SET<CE>
+livingArrangementCode: CE
+religiousAffiliationCode: CE
+ethnicGroupCode: SET<CE>

LivingSubject
+administrativeGenderCode: CE

NonPersonLivingSubject
+strainText: ED
+genderStatusCode: CE

Device
+manufacturerModelName: SC
+softwareName: SC
+lovalRemoteControlStateCode: CE
+alertLevelCode: CE
+lastCalibrationTime: TS

Container
+capacityQuantity: PG
+heightQuantity: PQ
+diameterQuantity: PQ
+capTypeCode: CE
+separatorTypeCode: CE
+barrierDeltaQuantity: PQ
+bottomDeltaQuantity: PQ

ManufacturedMaterial
+lotNumberText: ST
+expirationTime: IVL<TX>
+stabilityTime: IVL<TS>

Material
+formCode: CE

Entity
+classCode: CS
+determinerCode: CS
+id: SET<II>
+code: CE
+quantity: SET<PQ>
+name: BAG<EN>
+desc: ED
+statusCode: SET<CS>
+existenceTime: IVL<TS>
+telecom: BAG<TEL>
+riskCode: CE
+handlingCode: CE

Place
+mobileInd: BL
+addr: AD
+directionsText: ED
+positionText: ED
+gpsText: ST

1

0..n

Role
+classCode: CS
+id: SET<II>
+code: CE
+negationInd: BL
+addr: BAG<AD>
+telecom: BAG<TEL>
+statusCode: SET<CS>
+effectiveTime: IVL<TS>
+certificateText: ED
+quantity: RTO
+positionNumber: LIST<INT>

Access
+approachSiteCode: CD
+targetSiteCode: CD
+gaugeQuantity: PQ

Patient
+confidentialityCode: CE
+veryImportantPersonCode: CE

LicensedEntity
+recertificationTime: TS

Employee
+jobCode: CE
+jobTitleName: SC
+jobClassCode: CE
+salaryTypeCode: CE
+salaryQuantity: MO
+hazardExposureText: ED
+protectiveEquimentText: ED

RoleLink
+typeCode: CS
+effectiveTime: IVL<TS>

Participation
+typeCode: CS
+functionCode: CD
+contextControlCode: CS
+sequenceNumber: INT
+negationInd: BL
+noteText: ED
+time: IVL<TS>
+modeCode: CE
+awarenessCode: CE
+signatureCode: CE
+performInd: BL
+substitutionConditionCode: CE

ManagedParticipation
+id: SET<II>
+statusCode: SET<CS>

Act
+classCode: CS
+moodCode: CS
+id: SET<II>
+code: CD
+negationInd: BL
+derivationExpr: ST
+text: ED
+title: ST
+statusCode: SET<CS>
+effectiveTime: GTS
+activityTime: GTS
+availabilityTime: TS
+priorityCode: SET<CE>
+confidentialityCode: SET<CE>
+repeatNumber: IVT<INT>
+interruptibleInd: BL
+levelCode: CE
+independentInd: BL
+uncertaintyCode: CE
+reasonCode: SET<CE>
+languageCode: CE

ActRelationship
+typeCode: CS
+inversionInd: BL
+contextControlCode: CS
+contextConductionInd: BL
+sequenceNumber: INT
+priorityNumber: INT
+pauseQuantity: PQ
+checkpointCode: CS
+splitCode: CS
+joinCode: CS
+negationInd: BL
+conjunctionCode: CS
+localVariableName: ST
+seperatableInd: BL

Supply
+quantity: PQ
+expectedUseTime: IVL<TS>

DiagnosticImage
+subjectOrientationCode: CE

Diet
+energyQuantity: PQ
+coarbohydrateQuantity: PQ

Observation
+value: ANY
+interpretatioCode: SET<CE>
+methodCode: SET<CE>
+targetSiteCode: SET<CD>

PublicHealtCase
+detectionMethodCode: CE
+transmissionModeCode: CE
+diseaseImportedCode: CE

DeviceTask
+parameterValue: LIST<ANY>

WorkingList
+ownershipLevelCode: CE

SubstanceAdministration
+routeCode: CE
+approachSiteCode: SET<CD>
+doseQuantity: IVL<PQ>
+rateQuantity: IVL<PQ>
+doseCheckQuantity: SET<RTO>
+maxDoseQuantity: SET<RTO>

ControlAct

Procedure
+methodCode: SET<CE>
+approachSiteCode: SET<CD>
+targetSiteCode: SET<CD>

InvoiceElement
+modifierCode: SET<CE>
+unitQuantity: RTO<PQ,PQ>
+unitPriceAmt: RTO<MO,PQ>
+netAmt: MO
+factorNumber: REAL
+pointsNumber: REAL

FinancialTransaction
+amt: MO
+creditExchangeRateQuantity: REAL
+debitExchangeRateQuantity: REAL

FinancialContract
+paymentTermsCode: CE

PatientEncounter
+preAdmitTestInd: BL
+admissionReferralSourceCode: CE
+lengthOfStayQuantity: PQ
+dischargeDispositionCode: CE
+specialCourtesiesCode: SET<CE>
+specialAccommodationCode: SET<CE>
+acuityLevelCode: CE

Account
+name: ST
+balanceAmt: MO
+currencyCode: CE
+interestRateQuantity: RTO<MO,PQ>
+allowedBalanceQuantity: IVL<MO>

player
0..1

playedRole
1

scoper
0..1

scopedRole
1

1

0..n

1

0..n

outboundLink
0..n

source
1

target
1

inboundLink
0..n

outboundRelationship
0..n

inboundRelationship
0..n

source
1

target
1
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Figure 2: A simplified RIM diagram

Entity

PersonPhysical Place

Role

Employee
+facility

Parent Patient
+facility

Facility

Medical Record

Clinical Data Admin. Data
+parent
+age

1 0...* 0...*0...*

To illustrate the use of this RIM model in the context of access
control, the class diagram in figure 2 is used. This is a simplified
(yet consistent) model of how the concept of a medical record and
its concerns can be expressed. The RIM model can be recognized as
it contains Entities, Roles and Acts. For the pedagogical purpose of
this illustrations, we have omitted an explicit design of the associa-
tions that are represented in the classes RoleLink, Participation and
ActRelationship.

Two examples of access control rules are given below. We show a
collaboration diagram for both cases.

The first example of an access control rule is: “A parent may lookup
the clinical data of its child if the child’s age is less than 18”. Figure 3
shows that access is granted on the basis of information contained
in Administrative Data, because this class knows the patient’s parent,
and whether or not the child is a minor. So access control is performed
when an inspect-operation is carried out on the Clinical Data-class.

The second example is “An administrative servant may perform
administrative actions only for patients located in the user’s facil-
ity”(figure 4). Here the access control is performed when the admin-
istrative servant performs an operation on the Administrative Data.
The input for the access control decision is retrieved from the Patient-
class, which contains the facility where the patient is hospitalized.

The state-of-the-art model for IT-enforced access control is the
Role Based Access Control (RBAC) model ([13]). A role in this con-
text is a job or responsibility related grouping of permissions, e.g.
doctor-role and nurse-role. Users are then assigned to roles, and as
such acquire the privileges associated with the role. But as illustrated
above, healthcare applications will need many types of information
in addition to the role of the user to make authorization decisions
in order to comply with patient information disclosure requirements
([25]).

• instance based information, as illustrated in the first case above.
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Figure 3: interaction diagram illustrating the lookup by a parent

<<Role>>
Parent

<<Act>>
Clinical Data

<<Act>>
Admin. Data
+parent
+ageinspects(initiatingParent)

getParent()

if (parent.equals(initiatingParent)
     and age<legal_age)
then grant access
else deny access

parent

clinical data

getAge()
age

Figure 4: interaction diagram illustrating the lookup by an administrative

servant

<<Role>>
Employee
+facility

<<Act>>
Admin. Data

<<Role>>
Patient

+facility

inspects(initiatingEmpl)
getFacility()

if (facility.equals(initiatingEmpl . facility))
then grant access
else deny access

facility

admin. data
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• state information. This allows to let access control decisions
depend on certain values of fields in the request. This has been
illustrated in the second case described above.

• contextual information, which allows to distinguish between the
set of roles assigned to a user at registration time, and the set of
roles that can be activated at session time. The latter depends on
the working context of a particular user, combined with dynamic
exclusion rules. This working context can be a (physical) place
or time. The following rule is an example: “on-call physician can
only be activated during night time”. In addition, context infor-
mation allows to dynamically adapt permission assignment for
a particular role dependent on specific user context constraints,
for example:“no write access to therapy data if a ward physician
is outside his default ward”.

Clearly, the language to formulate the policy needs to be expressive
to describe sufficiently fine-grained and context-aware access control
rules.

4 Support for flexible access control

policies

4.1 The need for expressiveness

Access control rules describe conditions for subjects to access re-
sources. It is obviously not feasible to write a separate rule for any
object or subject in the system. Hence, a good policy language should
support the grouping of objects with similar access control require-
ments and the grouping of subjects with similar rights.

Grouping of objects is typically achieved through policy domains.
Each of the objects in the system belongs to one or maybe several do-
mains. This does not always depend on the class of the object alone,
but also on instance properties, the relations the object is involved
in, the location where the object instance is deployed, . . . A power-
ful policy language should support fine-grained description of policy
domains as well as short, generalizing definitions.

Besides the grouping of objects, some support of grouping sub-
jects will be required. An obvious example of this kind of grouping
is the notion of a role, as discussed in 3.3. A more advanced exam-
ple is implicit grouping as described in [14], where roles are assigned
(dynamically) on the basis of properties of the subject.

A subject may only have limited access to an object. In object-
oriented systems, there is a tendency to consider a method as the Unit
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of privilege. However, in the majority of the applications in Medical
IS, it seems that privileges are more naturally expressed in terms of
access to and modification of data. This is hard to realize, however,
since it cannot always be determined beforehand whether or not a
method will access and/or modify a given data-unit.

Last, since the outcome of an access control decision is often in-
fluenced by context information (section 3.3), such as time, location,
etc., a policy language should have access to this kind of context in-
formation.

Given all these concerns, it becomes clear that it is in fact the
interaction in its whole, that must be taken into consideration when
describing and executing the access control decision process. An in-
teraction is the chain of method invocations that are caused by an
invocation of the client on the application server. An interaction is
always carried out on behalf of a subject on a set of target-objects in a
specific context. This subject can assume one or more roles, which can
be activated when and if needed. An interaction can also be tagged
with some additional contextual information. Interactions should be
identified and grouped into policy domains, in a fine-grained and also
flexible manner. Domains then allow for the association of conditions
with each individual interaction. This is the ultimate requirement for
a policy language.

4.2 An assessment of J2EE and .NET

Modern application platforms such as J2EE and .NET provide sup-
port for activating infrastructural services such as access control in a
declarative way. As a consequence, access control policies are reconfig-
urable at deployment time or even at run time. But the expressiveness
of such declarative access control policies is rather limited. For more
complex, fine grained policies, access control is enforced in the code,
leading to policies that are harder to adapt.

J2EE offers a minimal support for RBAC as defined in section 3.3.
Security roles can be defined (in principle by the developer) by group-
ing users in categories. The mapping of these security roles to secu-
rity identity is done at deployment time by the application deployer.
The permissions assigned to the security roles are based on method-
invocations. Each method specification needs to describe the roles
that have permission to invoke the method. A J2EE container al-
lows by default all users (”AllUsers”) to invoke all methods, so access
permissions definitely need to be restricted.

..NET features are comparable with J2EE. A developer can tag
methods with the roles that are required to execute the method by us-
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ing the PrincipalPermissionAttributes. ..NET also provides a bridge
to the access control support that was supported in COM+. The
COM+ access control technology allows the deployer to attach re-
quired roles to methods that are exposed by the application.

If one uses these declarative security systems, access control is
reconfigurable, but fails to offer the expressive power as stated in
section 4.1:

• The policy domain is determined by the type (class) of the target
object only. This means that it is impossible to enforce access
rules that are specific for instances.

• Grouping of subjects is only possible on the basis of roles that
have to be assigned statically. Neither role-activation nor the
enforcement of dynamic separation of duty is supported. In gen-
eral, it is the application container that keeps track of the subject
on whose behalf the invocation is made. There is no possibility
to attach custom-defined data to the invocation.

• Access control rules are set up in terms of method-invocations. If
the deployer wants to enforce a data modification access rule, the
deployer needs to find out which methods may possibly modify
the data.

• Further context information, such as external factors (context,
time, . . .) can not be used in the access control decision.

The only way to deal with the above mentioned limitations is by
hard coding security into the application. But by using such program-
matic security, reconfigurability and even adaptability are lost.

4.3 A solution based on extensible interceptor

chains

A first step toward interaction-based access control consists of sup-
porting extensible interceptor chains. An interceptor is a construct
that intercepts method-invocations and that carries out some extra
functionality before passing on, blocking, or redirecting the invoca-
tion. Depending on the considered technology, interceptor-instances
can be deployed per container, class, object instance and/or context.
It is fair to say that both J2EE and .NET provide some preliminary
support.

For example, the open source J2EE-compliant JBoss application
server tries to disentangle security code and application-logic by the
definition of so-called security proxies. These proxies enforce the se-
curity policy outside the bean, but they have to be programmed in
programmatic way.
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.NET apparently has configurable interceptor chains built in al-
ready, but this is an undocumented feature rather than a solution.
So-called context bound objects in .NET can be decorated with at-
tributes that specify what interceptor should handle all method calls
on the object. This interceptor can programmed in any of the .NET
languages.

Our team has been experimenting with application architectures
that support flexible interceptor chains since about five years, and
we have been applying this approach in security frameworks for elec-
tronic commerce[10]. Clearly, if one uses an interceptor to implement
access control, adaptability can be achieved: the access control logic
is encapsulated in the interceptor, and relatively easily replaceable (at
least at development time) by another interceptor. This solution has
its limitations: reconfigurability is not possible, and access control is
certainly not specified at a high level of abstraction. Rules need to
be programmed in a general purpose programming language with a
reified method call as primary input. Expressiveness however is sig-
nificantly better, since the interceptor can base its decision on object
state, application state and available context information.

5 The way forward

Towards reconfigurable, expressive and high level access control.
Extensible interceptor chains as discussed above are only a first

step towards achieving the goal of reconfigurable, expressive and high
level access control. Some issues still need to be solved.

• Programming interceptors is too low-level: a more developer-
friendly programming model is necessary. Most probably, the
interceptor should be interpreting a high-level policy language.
Therefore, research about policy languages ([8]) is relevant. Then
the actual policy can be configured at run time.

• Current application containers do not pass much context infor-
mation to the objects inside. For instance, context information
about the current interaction, such as where the interaction was
started (on a remote network or a local network) might influence
an access control decision, but this information is not available
to an interceptor.

Both issues are (at least in part) addressed by the Aspect Ori-
ented Software Development (AOSD) community[4]. AOSD has as
objective to modularize concerns, such as security, into slices of be-
havior. This modularization not only consists of the implementation
of the required functionality but also the composition of these slices
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into the overall application and the management of the relations be-
tween slices. A variety of techniques are being investigated, varying
from the weaving of extra code at compile time (AspectJ [5]) to the
(runtime) deployment of wrappers (Lasagne, JAC [18, 24]). The main
difference between these AOSD systems and the previously described
extensible interceptor chains is that there is considerably more support
for the creation and composition of these slices of behavior. Often new
language primitives are introduced to support the definition of these
aspects. This addresses the first issue raised above.

In order to support the consistent activation of aspects, and to sup-
port client-specific views, Truyen et al. [24] have suggested to attach
metadata to interactions to drive the activation. Such techniques can
address the second issue raised above: contextual information about
the interaction has to travel with the interaction as metadata.

6 Conclusion

This paper has argued, on the basis of legislation and on the basis of
the evolution of healthcare, that IT enforced access control policies
in medical information systems will be fine-grained and dynamic. As
a consequence a reconfigurable or at least adaptable implementation
of access control is very important. Current application servers were
shown to provide insufficient support for this, and some indications of
how these shortcomings could be remedied were given.
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